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How ya gain' folks? 
On Boxing Day I was fortunate to be able to 
drive to Rainbow beach with only a minimum of post 
Xmas hang-over. Normally I'm 1500kms from Rainbow 
at this time of the year when the winds blow E-NE and 
straight on to the 7 odd miles of sand cliffs that make 
Rainbow Beach one of the best coastal flying sites 
anywhere. But this year, after spending the 
Christmas hols with inlaws I only had a paltry 400kms 
to drive to get there, so I made a firm resolve not 
to miss the opportunity to get together with the 
flying fraternity that frequent the QHGA organised 
Meets. (Mostly Queenslanders, but regularly a 
sprinkle of NSWhgaliens) . 

I wasn't disappointed! I arrived at Rainbow at l2.30pm 
and by the time I had carried my kite to the 
"Blowback" and set up the seabreeze had pushed through 
and was pumping up the cliff faces. About 50 kites and 
their owners were sprinkled about the blow and I 
had a great time renewing old acquaintances from 
times past. There were a stack of new friends to be 
made too, which is generally easy to do at a fly-in 
- unless of course , the person in question has a 
dog that 'craps on your new sail. 

Boxing Day flying was creamy smooth. The magnitude 
of the site compensates adequately for the congestion 
of certain parts of the face - but you don't have 
to hang about a high point and put up with Larry 
Loops and Wally Wingnuts when there are cubic 
kilometers to fly in. I cruised to the camping 
ground at Double Island Point and back in about 25 
minutes, trying hard not to handle my naughty parts 
when my shadow startled some cavorting nudists, 
nuding along the deserted beach. It was also great 
to soar over the alternative take-off ramp at about 
300 ' and do a 360 and watch the frustrated looks 
of the pilots caught in a wind gradient doldrum at 
50' ASL. 

The most disconcerting thing I discovered during my 
most recent get together with our flying fraternity was 
the latest innovation in eye fashion. Introduced 
of course by the venerable Stan Roy - Merchant 
Extraordinairre of all "Vol Libre" paraphenalia. I 
have included a photo I took of myoId mate - you will 
recognize him of course - it is Rob, no Paul, No-er, -
Graham - Oh shit, which of them was it? stan's 
smooth tongue and persuasive manner has sold all and 
sundry a pair of " you beaut Mirror .lens, 100% UV, 
85% IR, Le Tough frame,AIl go-go with side blinkers 
and a little bit of black string to tie them to your 
neck" - Phew! That was a mouth full! 

Have you ever tried to have a conversation with anyone 
who is wearing mirror glasses? They reckon the first 
sign of madness is talking to yourself - well your 
mate turns to you with his brand new stanglasses on 
and all you can see is two brilliantly clear 
reflections of yourself and a moving mouth underneath 
them. The clarity of the reflection is incredible and 
it makes it difficult to concentrate on what the wearer 
saying when there is such a flattering reflection in 
duplicate of yourself blazing out of the centre of his 
forehead. 
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by Roger Chandler 
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These glasses give you the impression that the 
wearer is very busy and although he is talking to 
you his eyes are looking at something else to the 
side - but the cunning little French manufacturers have 
given us some degree of reassurance by fitting blinkers 
which we know stop any side-glancing. But this doesn't 
help conversation much because the person could have 
their eyes closed and' we wouldn't know. Psychologists 
tell us that eye contact is a very important part of 
animal communication. It quickly establishes 
dominance and conveys subtle language cues that 
enhance the semantic content of the vocal part of the 
conversation. (Encyclopaedia of Chooks, Vol 6, PP261 
-261~). Thats what I found most disconcerting -
missing the cues of eyes - I couldn't see the eyebrows 
subtly lift and the pupils dilate informing me 
that what he was saying was utter bullshit! Boy 
did I get sucked in . 



I checked out a pair of the Mickey Mouse Model for 
$57 - suede case and 100%UV, 90%1R (Oh alright! UV 
is ultra violet, IR is infra red and the number is 
the percentage of radiation flitered). The second 
photo is my mate Heavy Kevvie taken through the lens 
of these sunglasses so you can see how effective they 
are in protecting your eyes. Derek James bought a 
pair of the $20 model and it took years off his age. 
Unfortunately he had them in his breast pocket when 
he was taking his kite off his brand new 4WD Framemobile 
and the brand new kite bag with a mouldy Mega 2 inside, 
crushed the lenses in his pocket - luckily the frames 
were le tough and are still intact but the lens don't 
filter anything anymore. I don't have any troubles 
now with eye-contact with Derek when he wears his 
blinkers. 

fka"':1 kewy Take"" -fl,roJj~ 
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I suppose they have their advantage too! Like at 
about 4pm when the seabreeze had picked up to 20 knots 
and everything and everybody in the blow below 4' 
ABL (above blow level) was thoroughly sand blasted, 
The blinkers might help to keep the ultra fine sand 
out. of eyes that conventional sunglasses allow to 
eddy round le frames. Another advantage was 
quite evident - as in Paul Carter's case - I caught 
him with his glasses down for a moment (it was a 
very unusual moment) and was able to check off a 
sharply focussed shot of his left eyeball which clearly 
shows Fourex induced red road maps and strangely 
dilated pupils (I couldn't teach then anything!). I 
now realise he has to wear his sunnies otherwise 
he'd be arrested. 
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Horseshoe Meadows. the world's 
foremost foot launched XC site, is 
threatened with closure unless a 
responsible organization provides 
regulation during the summer of 1984 . 

The pnmary objective of the Cross 
Country Pilots Association is to secure 
the great XC launches of the Owens 
Valley and keep them available to 
pilots of every nationality. 

FUll.. MEMBERSHIP: $12.50 
FOUNDING MEMBERSHIP: $25.00 

President Rick Masters 
Secretary/f reasurer. Steve Gray 

Your membership provides a flight 
pass good for all sites; Quarterly 
newslellers packed with information 
on weather, launch sites, possible and 
proven flight routes, hazards, and cost· 
culling tips; gas, food and lodging 
discounts from local businesses ;world 
record allempt assistance and much 
more. 

Your elected offICials will promote 
public relations, encourage local 
support, seek sponsors for meets, 
assist in establishing competitions, 
arrange for trained retrieval drivers for 
hire . inexpensive rental cars, 
insurance, message phones and 
emergency assistance. 

lhe elU5f~ e<jxlll ot 14uL 
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Boxing Day was enjoyed by everyone flying at Rainbow 
I'm sure. Perhaps with exception of the pilot who had 
a stack - I don 't know who he was or what happened, but 
it can't have been of any serious consequence as I've 
not heard it mentioned since. I hope he has a hap9 Y 
New Year along with everyone else and he has learned 
something from his mistake. 

Richard Nevins did, after practicing 500 low altitude 
360s at the face of the cliff, 20 ' ASL. in 5knots, 
he bounded out on the return leg of the comp and his 
kite was left where it was, keeping 75 4WD vehicles 
company that had been caught by a high tide along 
the beach - "Curse you ~ind gradient" . 

The tourists and bathers were treated to quite a 
spectacle in the afternoon as most pilots flew over 
the bathing area to practice spot landing for the 
comp , that was to start the next day . The surf was 
running well with well shaped body surfing waves to 
keep the boys busy until pub time. As usual a rage 
was inaugurated and qui tars came out of the wood 
work to entertain the crowd. I didn 't hear any 
complaints , except about the price of the beer and 
the fact that we had to end it at 10pm. 

The next day Roy Podmore and Heather McAllen, 

the Comp Organisers briefed the pilots at 9am 

about a speed run and a spot landing competition. 

This started at 1.30 and we were able to get two 

rounds in with about 30 pilots competing. Pilots 

took off at 30 second intervals and flew around 

two pylons namely Tony Hanlon and Ted McAllen. 

A couple of pilots bombed out as I 
before , but it was enjoyed by all. 

This was followed by free flying 

and quite a few pilots took 
passengers tandem to view the 

magnificent sand cliffs. The 

flyin g day was ended with a spot 
landing competition and you should 

have heard all the hard luck stories! 
Never mind, somebody won it , and is 

very happy to be so lucky, or clever, 

or whatever it takes to win a spot 

landing compo 

Photo 10ken b~ a 
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Eric Ego was there on Tuesday afternoon and I over
heard him telling Heavy Kevvie that "since all the 
good pilots like Kevvie had gone south, and since 
he (Eric) had gone overseas to fly in international 
competitions, the quality of flying in QLD had 
dropped - I thought he was bullshitting, but he we nt 
on to tell Kevvie that he was last year's "World's 
Free Style Hang Gliding Champion", and as a matter of 
fact, he still is the current Free Style Hang Gliding 
Champion. I could tell by the gleam in his eye that 
he was serious - I couldn 't believe it, so I told 
him that as a matter of fact I just happened to be 
the Worlds ho and dog style champion, then 
walked away - So Queensland pilots! Let's put our 
shoulders to the grindstone and our noses to the 
wheel - we mustn't let our quality slip - must we? 

There was only one damaged kite during the time I tas 
at the blow - it was Eric Ego's! He allowed a friend 
to fly it and the take-off wasn't going too well, so ' 
Eric yelled "Pushout! Pushout!" and the pilot did, 
and stalled - the result - a fractured leading edge . 
He didn't have a very free style for the rest of the 
day. 

Unfortunately, I had to leave early that afternoon , 
despite the fact that the comp was to be held for the 
next 3 days. Never mind, I always count my blessings 
- I had two top days with some top people and I'm 
grateful. 

Thanks for the good time and I'm looking forward t o 
seeing you all again. 



ABOVE The scene at Murrell's on sunday. 

Geoff Campbell (closest glider in the above photo) 
i gives his side of the story 

Saturday 28 of January marked the start of the 
1984 Portland Fly-In. For me, an over-enthusiastic 
HI with two whole soaring flights under my belt, 
this provised to be a very exciting weekend of 
flying, if the weather allowed. 

The fly-in was organized as part of the Portland 
Summer Festival, so it was a chance for the up and 
coming flyers to learn a bit more about flying, and 
the older (ie. more experienced) flyers to meet the 
new ones and tell them what they were doing wrong . 
(If they weren't too busy showing off to the 
spectators on the beach). 

The accommodation at Bridgewater is superb for 
hang gliders. It is situated on top of a hill 
overlooking Bridgewater Bay, so that every morning 
all you have to do is poke your nose out of the 
tent or dormitary to determine wind speed and 
direction, and then either continue sleeping 
peacefully or run out screaming "Its on! Its on!"; 
a phrase which grips every knowing hang glider 
pilot and throws the entire camp into utter chaos. 
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PORTLAND 
The Australia Day long weekend late in February 1984 
saw about 35 hang glider pilots from Vic and SA 
converge on Portland for an enjoyable weekend's 
flying. Groups of pilots travelled from as far 
afield as the Latrobe Valley and Adelaide to Jo~n 
pilots from Ballarat, Melbourne, Geelong and even 
a couple from Portland in a fly-in organised by 
the Portland Town Council in conjunction with the 
VHGA, to help celebrate the area's 150th birthday. 

In the final analysis all that is required to make a 
successful hang gliding event is fair winds and good 
sites, and these requirements were satisfied. The 
first day got off to a somewhat shaky start as Mark 
Ellis set up his brother's Pulsar only to find the 
moderate ENE swing into a SE sea-breeze just as he 
was about to christen the Pivot Site . Whilst 
mos t pilots retreated to the cliffs at C Bridgewater 
kiosk, an expeditionary force was sent out to gain 
permission on another new site overlooking Dutton 
Way near Narrawong. This was needed as the SE 
cliffs can maintain only a low traffic density and 
the new site was suitable for all ratings. Returning 
to Bridgewater again however, the sky wa3 packed 
with kites spread 3kms along the southerly dunes as 
well as the cliffs. It wasn't only an entertaining 
afternoon for the pilots as the multitude of 
spectators (possibly attracted by the billboard in 
Portland), could no doubt testify. 

Meanwhile back at Dutton Way the Ballarat Boys were 
enjoying some light thermals and some nice lift as 
the wind swung back into the east. 

Saturday, however, started quietly and it wasn't 
until mid~afternoon that the flying got underway. 
A south easterly gradually built up to 15-20 knots 
which meant the dunes and part of the cliff near the 
Bridgewater Kiosk could be flown. 

The first people to fly took-off from the cliff. 
There was quite a bit of height there, and it was 
easy to fly across the kiosk to the 30' dunes if 
it became too crowded. Some people, like Andrew 
in his VK couldn't make up their minds whether to 
fly the cliff or the dunes and so ended up flying 
the hill BEHIND the kiosk, although it had a 
much smaller beat. The dunes however, were more 
my standard. The only problem was turning 
quickly enough after take-off to stay in the lift, 
so a lot of people were bombing out. This didn't 
deter me though, because I had a Skydart! The 
flying was great. Mandy took off after me in h er 
Skydart and also stayed up, thus proving (to me 
anyway) the superiority of single surface kites. 



1984 
Photos - Andrew HUInphries 

Sunday brought light westerlies and Murrell's was 
the place to be. Things looked grim at first with 
a dying breeze, but to our relief the afternoon 
brought improvement ~d after a gallant 5 minute 
scratch by Gary "I'll just go up for a look" Hickson, 
in his '6, the general procrastination was ended. 
There followed a good afternoon's flying for all 
as the wind picked up nicely and finally swung more 
to the south. This allowed a couple of more experienced 
pilots (Andy Watson and Rory McLeod) to do the 
run around Bridgewater Bay to the scene of the 
previous day's flying, 8kms away. 
It behooves the organizer here to put on his 
serious cap and suggest that a fly-in such as this, 
is not the place for advanced pilots to exhibit 
their undoubted flying skills and equally obvious 
lack of good judgement. Three or four feet from 
take-off, isn't really the place to be when you are 
halfway round a high speed 360 with dozens of 
innocent spectators and impressionable novices looking 
on! I would like to implore people who like 
to express their joie d'vivre in ultra-Iow-Ievel 
flying to do it somewhere that they can't deprive 
others of theirs. PUFF, PUFF. 

The last day was blown-out but nobody cared as they 
could have a leisurely drive home. The trophy give n 
by the Portland Council was quietly awarded to Bruce 
Atkinson, the Ballaret EF pilot, whose smooth and 
accurate flying put him consistently above the pack 
for a total of 7 hours over the fly-in. 

All in all, it turned out to be quite a success with 
many people saying they'd like it to happen again, 
including Digby Jessop the local Recreation Officer. 

The site is made up of steep 30 ' dunes which curve 
away gradually to the south, so that as we flew 
along them, we headed more and more into the wind. 
After about 20 minutes of flying in para, my inner 
thighs were becoming slightly aggravated, and so 
was I! I had been practising getting into prone 
whilst hanging from the A frame in the garage at 
home, and so when I thought no Safety Officers were 
looking, I quietly stepped in. Just at that moment 
I saw John Murby driving along the road on the 
other side of the dunes . John was running the 
fly-in and had given me a lesson the night before 
on how to get into prove ana what to do once there. 

He had also told me not to think of flying in prone 
for a while until I had more air time. Well I'd 
really been caught this time! John however was 
the least of my problems. After all , he was on the 
ground and could throw as many rocks at me as he 
liked, but here was I, 60 ' above the beach, trying 
to fly in a completely different manner. Flying in 
prone felt so different to para', that it took me a 
while to build up the courage for that slightly 
radical manoeuvre of turning back along the dunes. 
Once that first turn was completed though, I managed 
to relax slightly and had a very pleasant flight. 
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Andrew HUInphrie s on the SE cliffs. ExperiInental 

investigations by Rob Woodward show that a glidq 

fits through the gap ( if it's banked! ). 

Unfortunately, not everyone wa s h avi ng as good a t i me . 
Fiona, in h e r Mars (double surface) had tried three 
times to stay up, each flight las tin g a full three 
seconds to the beach. She was just about to try f or 
the fourth time , without harness, h e lmet, or glide r, 
when the word filtered through about another site that 
was on, on the other side of Portland. Fiona was in 
the car with her foot to the floor, before you could 
say Steve Moyes. The site was a 50' rounded ridge 
in a farmer's paddock, just off the Princes Highway. 
The excitement built up as we got closer because 
there were five objects flying above the site . But 
wait a minute, four of those aren't real hang gliders, 
they're EFs!!! 

They were doing alright, but the lift was a bit 
patchy and it wasn't quite strong enough to soar 
easily. Sue had her Micro set up and had a couple 
of flights, but couldn 't stay up. Fiona and I had the 
same problem. In fact most of us were bombing out, 
except for those bloody EFs. Maybe they've got a 
secret winged keel!! 

John couldn't be bothered setting his kite up, and 
the next I saw of him was at the controls of Gary ' s 
EF6, with Gary explaining how everything worked. He 
decided against it though and instead comandeered 
the Mars. (Just to check it was flying properly) . 
Dave took off in his Mega so there was soon a few 
people staying up, whilst the rest of us started 
packing up. Fiona went off in search of a semi
trailor to lie in front of. 

On the way back to Bridgewater we stopped at the 
Adult Playground (not what you think!) on the Portland 
foreshore. This held our attention for the next 
couple of hours, until exhaustion took its toll and 
we finally made it back to Bridgewater and collapsed . 



Sunday, the w01;"d was that it was on at Murrell's a 
NW/W site that is superb for all ratings. The only 
problem was the lack of wind. Gary took off in his EF 
and managed the incredible feat of a five minute 
flight with an amazing height gain of 20' above 
take-off (no exaggeration!) "Not to despair", sai d 
John, "If it doesn't pick up we could all do spot 
landings". There were some murnblings that even 
though it was Sunday there could be a Pub open 
somewhere. Gradually however, the wind started 
to pick up. Someone decided to go for it and 
there was a mad scramble for kites when he took 
off and stayed up. With 30-40 people who wanted 
to fly, the basic problem was air-space. Fortuna t e ly 
Murrell's is a fairly large site and there was 
never 30 kites in the air at once, but even so it 
was still a nerve racking experience trying to ke ep 
track of everyone. If you thought Port sea was bad 
on a Saturday afternoon, then you had no hope here. 
As usual the EFs were unreachable with Bruce looking 
down on everyone and Gary occasionally seeing the top 
of Bruce's sail. Bruce incidently (accidently), t ook 
out the weekend's award for being consistently 
higher and flying longer than anyone else. 

As the day progressed the wind swung off to the 
South and gradually built up in strength, so that 
the l as t peop le flying had to eithe r ma ke desperate 
top- l .1dings, or land a long way down the beac h, as 
penetratio n became mo re difficult. Altogether 
though, it was a good day's flying. 

Monday, the wind was blowing from the wrong 
direction, and so everyone began to pack up and 
leave. We all agreed it was a great weekend's 
flying and I certainly hope it's on again next year. 

GEOFF CAMPBELL 

There were two accidents during the course of. the 
weekend's flying. The first involved a glider being 
damaged by another whose pilot tried too hard on 
takeoff at the tight SSE dune site: This introduced 
the only, sour note of the fly-in when the crashing pilot 
refused to bear financial responsibility (his own 
glider was undamaged). Not cool. 

T.hen, after an excellent flight around the coast, , 
Nick Elliot had problems in a rather inacces sible 
place as he relates below. 

ACCIDENT REPORT 

Date: 
Time: 
Pilot Rating: 
Experience: 
Site: 

Wind: 
Glider: 
Damage to 
Glider: 
Damage to 
pilot: 
Witness: 
Flying 
position on 
Impact: 

29.1. 84 
6pm approx. 
H2 
3 years, 35 hours air time. 
Bridgewater Bay, 2kms NW of Murrel's 
Beach. 
Southerly, 20-25 mph. 
Moyes Mega Major. 

Broken Uprights. 

Dislocated elbow. 
Kim Bensley. 

Hanging. 
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Maxi (with one wing in the lift band?! ) at the small 
SSE dunes. 

Description 

Shortly after take-off from 10' sand dunes, I was 
flying too slow for the conditions, the left wing 
stalled in turbulence and ' I was blown down from 
about 15' up. I kept my right arm rigid and it took 
all the impact, resulting in a dislocated elbow and 
a long, difficult walk out. I found out what true 
mates are when they carried my glider out next day. 

The cause of the accident is without a doubt, loss 
of judgement, otherwise known as temporary insanity, 
arising from extreme fatigue. I had returned the 
previous day from a long international flight, had 
not had adequate rest and was running on nervous 
energy the day of the flight. Physical exhaustion 
was encouraged by the borrowed harness, which was 
too small, the personal record distance flown and 
the fact that the air was strong. After landing 
8kms out with Kim, I mistakenly elected to fly back 
to the car alone. On tbe way back I landed out 
again, several times. The struggles to carry the 
glider on loose sand, up low dunes to take-off, 
only to be blown about in the turbulence, further 
enhausted me. Yet I persisted with a stubborn 
determination, ignoring all signs to the contrary, 
until the inevitable happened. 

I hope never to "grace the pages" of Skysailor in 
this fashion again. I write in detail, in the hope 
that it is of use to someone else. 

PS: What's the first thing Adam said to Eve? Stand 
back! I dunno how big this thing gets. 

N J ELLIOT 
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the First 
Grand 
Himalayan 
World 
Hang Gliding 
Rally 
May 26 - June 10, 1984, Palampur, 
Kangra Valley, Himachal Pradesh, 
India. 

~ ~v 

FOR DETAILS AND BROCHURE 
CONTACT 

H.G.F.A. SECRETARY 
. WES HILL 

PHONE: (03) 277-7942 

~ 
Come. India is waiting. 



The Lawrence Hargrave 
International 1984 by Mark Berry 

Monday - The day didn't look too promising and after 
Kieran's BBQ, the night before , no-one was in a 
gr~at hurry to fly early. The lOam briefing became 
llam , then 12pm and by mid-afternoon it was 
apparent that what wind there was had disappeared 
entirely, so the competition was called off for the 
day. This didn't impress the media who wanted 
photos, so Kieran and Jars donated the days round 
money to a spot landing contest. 

The spot was placed at the south end of Stanwell 
beach and the surf club and pilots had lessons on 
how to get fully sleeved, VB'd, 901b monsters off 
the ground in no wind. The generally accepted method 
was t o run like all hell. stall over the edge and 
gain speed down the face. The media photogr~phers 
agreed that this was exciting indeed. Especlally 
the ones positioned down the face in the flightpath. 

The landings were just as memorable with Scott Berry 
and Rick Martin flaring over the spot (20' above the 
spot) and Steve Moyes in a Mars going all the way 
in, in prone, to a perfect belly landing, 10 ' short. 

Mark Barnfield did a copybook landing and would have 
taken all the money only for Danny' Scott and Steve 
Moyes (his Mars flight was disallowed), pulling off 
perfect landings later in the day. 

Tuesday - Looked like another dud day with the wind 
SE , but just on. After Steve Moyes did his inaugural 
mailman flight, a pylon task was called on the east 
face . 

The late afternoon brought a strong easterly and an 
open window task was set to the car park at Garie; 
down to Brokers Nose and back up to cross the finish 
line at the reclamation area. 

It w~s basically a speed run with glider performance 
comi ng to the fore. Wayne Allen and Stu Kenworthy 
had a memorable thermal ling dual below Brokers Nose 
and Wayne manager to scratch up from 100' above a 
landing paddock to finish the task. I learnt about 
the frustrations of competition by landing 4 ' short 
of the goal . 
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TOp 10 Positions at end of Day 1 

l. Danny Scott 1215 points 
2. Steve Gilmore 1213 
3 . Bob Bailey 1203 
4 . Rick Duncan 1167 
5 . Tony Armstrong 1160 
6. John Pendry 1137 
7 . Steve Moyes 1123 
8. Russ Duncan 1114 
9 . Rick Martin 1063 
10 . Bruce Daniel 1061 

Wednesday - Was strong southerly so a pylon task was 
set up the valley out to the surg club and back 
to Bald Hill - two laps. 

In the afternoon the wind was still strong south 
so an open window task to Mitchells , return twice 
was called. 

The wind direction made for some very in~eresting 
scratch flights alonq the lower cliffs of Mitche l ls. 
From the bottom cliffs it was a jump over to the 
main face and climb up in rotor with 15 or so other 
gliders scratching for any lift available. Onlookers 
at Coalcliff must have ·thought some strange mating 
ritual was in progress with screams of " lookout" 
echoing about the air and sand from ballast bags flying 
in all directions . 

Christa Vogel from Switzerland put up an excellent 
effort in the girls section , getting across once and 
neatly making it a second time. 

TOp 10 Pilots for the Day were: 

l. Steve Moyes 1000 points 
2 . Rick Duncan 985 
3. Tony Hughes 941 
4 . Russell Duncan 927 
5. Bob Bailey 
6. Rick Martin 888 
7. Steve Powter 879 
8. John Pendry 873 
9. ) Steve Gilmore 872 
9. ) Bruce Daniel 872 



TOE 5 Accumulated Points 

l. Rich Duncan 2152 points 
2. Steve Moyes 2123 
3. Bob Bailey 2108 
4. Steve Gilmore 2085 
5. Russ Duncan 2041 

Thursday - Was light easterly. A day when normal 
flyers just scratch around, so an appropriate task 
was set. Macquarie Pass return. 

The window opened at 11.30arn and closed at 1 . 30pm. 
Four pilots went early and the rest wished they ' d 
gone too. Scott Berry, Alan Daniel and the Delays' 
all left at about 12.30, t~e remaining pilots left 
between 1.15 and 1.45pm but by then the wind was 
almost non-existent. 

Being the first to Stanwell Beach, myself and all 
the others who arrived soon after acquired 2 doz. 
cans and sat back to watch the action. Steve' 
Moyes in his typical style thermal led to over 2000' 
in the valley , then by- passed Mitchells altogether. 
Bob Bailey and Tony Hughes got away , the only OS 
pilots to do so . In all , 10 pilots crossed to 
Coalcliff and got away. The longest flight of the 
day was made by Danny Scbtt to Macquarie Pass and 
back to Brokers Nose. 

STILL THE BEST. 

Steve Powter has to get the award for effort , after 
leaving late, he spent 2 hours on the east face and 
in the valley trying to get across, but by then the 
lift was hardly enough even to stay up and he 
eventually joined the crowd at Stanwell Sportsmans 
Bar (the beach). 

Top 10 for the Day 

1. Danny Scott 
2. Rick Duncan 
3 . Steve Moyes 
4. Bob Bailey 
5. Steve Gilmore 
6. Scott Berry 
7. Tony Armstrong 
8 . Mike Delay 
9. Tony Hughes 
10 . Dave Delay 

Top 5 to Date 

l. Rick Duncan 
2 . Steve Moyes 
3. Danny Scott 
4 . Bob Bailey 
5 . Steve Gilmore 

• • 
I 

1000 points 
978 
908 
892 
881 
856 
800 
564 
521 
497 

3130 
3031 
3014 
3000 
2966 

I , banlicard 

welcome here 

BALL VARIOMETERS 

B all 65 1 

':' REPLOGLE BAROGRAPHS ..... . 

LIGHT, RUGGED , 30,000' RANGE 

':' HAND HELD VHF RADIOS ...... . 

AIRCRAFT BAND ... KEEPS YOU IN 

TOUCH - 1 TO 720 CHANNELS 

CHOOSE THE MODEL TO SUIT YOUR 
REQ UIREMEN~S 

',~ MODEL 620H ... AUDIO VARIO 

':' MODEL 651. .. AUDIO VARIO ALTIMETER 

WE ARE AUSTRALIAN AGENTS FOR BALL 
VARIOMETERS AND CAN PROVIDE FACTORY 
APPROV~D BACKU P SERVICE IN AUSTRALIA 

':' WINTER AIRSPEED INDICATORS, 
ALTIMETERS. VARIOMETERS 
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T. & J. Sailplane Services 
BOX 324, CAMDEN, N.S.W. 2570 

PHONE (046) 66 7079 - A.H. (046) 57 1288 



Friday - The wind was very light east-nor-east, so VIe 
all packed up and emigrated to Keira. There wasn ' t 
much in the way of thermal activity, so after 
sending off all the wind dummies, a pylon duration 
task was set. 

If a pylon wasn't passed by anyone in the heat, then 
you were scored on duration. A spot was placed in 
the landing area to make things interesting. 

Only half a dozen pilots made the first pylon. 
Rick Duncan being the fastest. Two pilots landed 
short of the field with Rick Martin just making it hy 
displaying how to get the maximum from lift. He 
flew the last 50 metres at an altitude of 1', 
hedge-hopping. 

Round Winners Were (All scored 300 points) 

Rick Duncan 
Bruce Barcham 
John Pendry 
Phil Noel 
Bruce Daniel 
Kim Butterworth 
Steve Gilmore 
Mark Berry 

Top 10 Placings to Date 

l. Rick Duncan 
2. Steve Moyes 
3. Steve Gilmore 
4 . Danny Scott 
5. Bob Bailey 
6. Tony Armstrong 
7 . Scott Berry 
8. Tony Hughes 
9 . Russ Duncan 
10. John Pendry 

3430 
3280 
3266 
3164 
3145.5 
3012 
2839 
2669 
2590.5 
2575 

Saturday was called off due to lack of wind or 
thermals. 

Sunday - was a test of. the competition organisers' 
stamina with about 1000 tourists milling about. 
Kieran did a great PR job on the microphone, speaking 
non stop for 3 hours and most of the pilots had a 
sleep. Whether these two events were connected or not, 
will be left to speculation. 

Mid afternoon a pylon task was called to the Valley 
and back, finishing over the toilet block. 

There were several close races. Danny Scott and Steve 
Moyes battled it out until Danny cut it too fine 
and arrived on the knob. He is now known as Danny 
the Knob. Tony Armstrong and Scott Berry had a close 
race for third with Scott eventually winning by a 
mere 10'. 

Round Winners 

Mike Delay 
Wayne Allen 
Bruce Barcham 
Bob Bailey 
Rick Duncan 
Bjanung Mustafa 
Christa Vogel 
Rick Martin 
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Final Placings and Score 

Mens Top 15 

l. Rick Duncan GT 190 3680 points 
2 . Steve Moyes GT 190 3516 
3. Steve Gilmore GT 190 3487 
4. Bob Bailey Magic. III 3395.5 
5. Danny Scott Probe II 3212 
6. Tony Armstrong GT 190 
7. Tony Hughes Solar Wing 2892 
8 . Scott Berry Probe II 2844 
9. John Pendry Magic III 2788 
10. Rick Martin GT 170 
ll. Bruce Daniel Probe II 2625 
12. Russ Duncan GT 170 2604.5 
13. Alan Daniel Probe II 2601 
14. Dave Delay Probe II 2564 
15. Mike Delay Probe II 2544 

~Jomens Top 5 

l. Kim Butterworth 1490 
2. Birgit Svens 1470 
3 , Toni Noud 1333 
4. Christa Vogel 1088 
5. Dominique Petroons 996 

Epilogue - Prior to the Hargreave several pilots 
expressed concern that it would be a ridge race with 
the fastest glider being the winner. however after 
the comp was completed, only one day could have b een 
said to be pure ridge racing . 

Thanks to some excellent organisation from Ian Jarman 
the comp was a test of not only glider, but to a 
much greater extent, pilot ability. 

I would also like to thank Kieran Tapsell who put 
heaps of work and effort in and also Rod Stevens, 
Clive Filmore , Bruce Cunningham, their fastidiousness 
and accuracy in judging earned the respect of all 
the pilots and kept disputes to a minimum - and 
I can 't forget our pylon judges, Ron, Claire, Karen 
and the rest. 

During the week, 2 newcomers showed the boys at the 
top that they aren't unbeatable. Tony Armstrong came 
in 6th and Scott Berry who's only been flying 17 
months came 8th . 

The overseas contingent was strong with Bob Bailey, 
John Pendry and Tony Hughes from GB all coming in the 
top 10. The Indonesians showed a marked improvement 
this year and flew very competitively as did Auchy 
from Japan, though I don't know how he understood 
the tasks, as he speaks next to no english. 

The womens section was strongly contested with 
entrants from Australia, Switzerland, Sweden and 
New Caladonia. The girls say next time, they will 
be back with a vengence. 

The next Lawrence Hargreave should prove very 
interesting. Everyone here this time will be back , 
plus a lot of others . 



PARACHUTES AUSTRALIArn: 
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010 

Tel. (02) 211·5555 

ITEM NUMBER U9 5259,00 
(WITH RECESSED PARACHUTE CONTAINER) 

SMALL 5'2" - 5'5" 

DEPLOYMENT BAG, ITEM U13 

DELUXE COCOON 

HARNESS. 
Quality at the right price 
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Let me tell you of an experience I had at the Gilles 
(the site of last year ' s Cairns Comp). 

This was back in the days when this site was first 
being explored, the most modern kite was the Meteor 
series. I had only just traded in my Pelican II 
for . Meteor 170 which I thought was God's gift 
to Hang Gliders - the performance of this kite to 
what I was used to was unbelievable. 

Anyway back to the story, I had been flying the 170 
for about 6 weeks at our local site on the coast, 
White Cliffs (Rex ' s Lookout) . The Gilles had been 
explored prior to this , but all that had been done 
was 30-40 minute sled runs from take- off 2,300 ' , to 
the Mountain View Pub in the valley, 250'. There 
had been a lot of talk about going over the back and 
getting into the thermals which the sailplanes enjoyed 
on the Tablelands arid then flying long distance, but 
no- one had done it . 

At this stage, I had never seen the take-off ramp 
or the view from the mountain, so you can imagine 
the excitement I felt when I went around to see if 
Laurie and Alan were going up to Rex's and discovered 
they were going to the Gilles instead. We all met 
at the Mountain View pub where i t was decided to 
t ake my vehicle (Nissan Patrol) and leave the 
o thers t h ere . So with 5 kites on top , six of us 
in the Patrol and everyone ' s equipment behind, we 
made o u r way up the 25kms to the site . 

The view from the top could only be described as 
magn ifi cent - on the edge of the ramp I looked 
down 2000 ' into the val ley and across to Bertle 
Frere - Ql d ' s highest mountain . It was now that I 
experi enced somethi ng I had not felt since those early 
l earni ng days, 15 months before , BUTTERFLIES ! - only 
they felt more l ike fruit bats. This was going to 
be my first still wind launch from a high altitude 
s i te. I had p l enty of experience on sti l l take-offs 
from small hil l s , but never from 2300'. Fortunately 
the Gi lles is very forgiving - the Cairns Club had 
cleared extensively all large trees and bushes to 
t h e sides and 50 metres in front of the ramp -
t he wa y i t is you' d have to be a very poor fl i er 
not t o recover from take- off should you get junked 
d uring you r run. 
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The time was 1.30pm, we were all set up and ready to 
go, I found a position of second to last, this would 
enable me to 'watch and learn' from the others and 
as John Allen had sold his Orien, had only borrowed 
a Maxi 5% and was not expecting to fly as long, was 
going to put me off . Laurie launched in his Pulsar 
165 and disappeared around the left hand corner as 
was expected . This was somewhat disconcerting for 
me as I could not follow his progress. Alan waited 
a while (15 minutes) and then launched, followed 
closely by the other two fliers - Karl and Callan. 
I moved the kite up onto the ramp then Margret said 
she could see Laurie - we looked up and there he 
was, about 700 ' above take-off. He was going well 
but appeared to be out in the valley and not near 
the mountain. I positioned myself and checked 
everything for the 10th time - I was nervous . Why? 

0110 hong 
gliding school 
LOG BOOKS - ample spaCE 

to describe your flights -

only $4 

Pagen Books - $10 

AINTRE E HELMETS - $4 0-

HAND FAIRINGS - $ 25 

(all items post-paid) 

A ge nt for PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA 
HARNESSES 



l. I had never flown here before 
2. I had never thermal led before 
3. I had no Parachute 
4. I had no radio 
5. I had no instruments 

Remember this was 2 years ago. 

Suddenly a breeze came through - yes, it was a steady 
5 knots, I picked the kite up, John on the nose wires. 
"Remember" he said "This is only going to be a sled 
run down to the pub, but if you do hit a thermal, go 
with it and try and get a feel for it, don't try to do 
too much", and with that I was gone. I don't 
remember running, I never do, after saying "Let's go". 
The next thing I remember is my foot finding the 
stirrup and that motion as the legs go into prone. 
A quick shuffle in the harness, I look around the 
kite and back to the business of flying. Suddenly, 
it hit me, I was 2,300' up, the valley seemed to 
disappear into eternity, the view was breathtaking -
and that was what happened, I found my self panting 
for breath - I was suffering from a mild case of 
shock - I had never been this high before! On 
reflection it was not the height that was upsetting, 
rather the sudden manner in which it appeared . One 
moment I was on the ramp with people, trees, rocks 
and grass around, then 5 seconds later I was alone 
2,300' up. I was used to Rex's taking-off and 
flying 100' from the trees and working the wind up 
to 1800' in 30 minutes. 

Agent for MOYES 

GT and Mars 

and SKYTREK 

Probe 2 

Arrange 

fly NOW 

a test 

15 heather avenue 

ashwood, 3147 

phone 2777942 

wesley hill 
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Control came back rapidly and within 90 seconds from 
take-off, I was on my way around to where I could 
clearly see the others. My first impression was 
how smooth it was, looking around I mapped out where 
I was going to land and decided that I would get 
within what I considered to be a safe distance. 
Unfortunately this was short lived, as I encountered 
some junk. Instinctively I barred in and kept 
control - however it did not last long and I was 
back in the smooth air again. Relaxing once more I 
turned around for my last glimpse at the ramp before 
it disappeared out of view. John was not ready to 
take-off, in fact h e was still on the ramp, although 
by now he was the size of an ant and it appeared 
as though he was waving to me. Anyway I had to 
concentrate on flying - I turned my head and on 
checking out two other kites, decided I would edge in 
closer to the mountain in an effort to pick up any 
ridge lift. The kite came to within what was 500' 
(I had gone out too far after take-off) when I hit 
more junk, pulling on speed I managed to fly 
through this, although it was more severe than before 
probably due to my position near the mountain. Back 
at take-off, John was now jumping up and down waving 
his arms wildly and screaming at the top of his voice. 
Annoyance had failed him and he had to resort to 
infuriation, as I continued on my straight path to 
join the others. 

FOOL!! I thought , that was not junk! I had just 
flown through my first two thermals. As I was untriec 
in the art of thermalling, I decided that the next 
junk I got, I was going to zero. I didn't have 
to wait long. Suddenly the nose pitched up, I 
realised this was it, the gain of height left me 
with a sensation of mystomach being situated near my 
ankles. The right wing rolled up, I went with it 
and continued the slow left-hand turn. After going 
through only 900 , I realised I could have been 
flying too fast, pushing the bar out the kite began 
to jump and pitch about, over-riding my instinctive 
response to correct this, I continued in the 360 - the 
kite was reacting like a rodeo rider's horse -
however after the first 360, I became accustomed to 
it. Deciding to do only l~ more, I kept going. 
However, as I passed the 720 mark, I was able to take 
in the· view, which brought home the reason why we 
zero in thermals - to go up! - a chill went through 
me as I realised cloudbase was closer than take-off . 
(I was approx 4000'- a 2000' height gain in one 
720 - 90 - 120 seconds). There was also another 
problem, the thermal had carried me over behind 

take-off above the tablelands - peeling off I flew 
out of the thermal and headed for the valley. 

Going only 2-3 minutes brought me level with take-off, 
with another SkIDs to go to the landing area at 
the Pub . As it appeared I had not lost height, I 
was going to make it easy. Suddenly the left wing 
rolled up violently throwing me into a right-hand 
turn. I went with it, pulling on a lot of speed 
trying to out-run it - which I did, only to fly 
flat-out into the centre of another. Realising 
what had happened, I held on speed in an effort 
to fly through, however the lift was phenomenal 
and I ended up zeroing upwards in an effort to get 
away from this intense cone - and amazed that 
two thermals could be so close together . 



Then, if you think I was having troubles already, 
OH NO! everything went WHITE! The temperature 
drop was incredible, the kite was being thrown 
about, there was moisture all throughout the kite 
making it hard to keep a grip on the bottom bar. 
As soon as it started, it finished, I was out , 
although I had positive G's, the kite was 900 to 
the horizontal! - still doing a very tight 360. 
More problems, cloud base was now approx. 500' 
below me and I was back over the tablelands again! 
(Laurie later confirmed cloudbase was 5600' by 
his altimeter). J decided to call it quits, being 
cold, damp and now a little shaken - having gone from 
2300' to 6000' in what was only 10-15 minutes through 
a white-out and knowing that my wife Bernadette 
was going to go down the valley to collect me, and 
me with no means of contacting her - I now wished 
I had one of those new fangled back-up chutes -
this little black duck had had enough - I was going 
to land as near as possible to the access road. 

Heading for some dense vegetation, to lose height, I 
paused from my panic to appreciate the sheer 
beauty from this altitude. I could clearly see out 
past the Barrier Reef, Green Island looked quite 
close. As I circled around I saw past Herberton, 
out west to the cattle station country. North along 
the coast t~ere were clear views to way past Cape 
Trit lation and south to I don't know where. A 
part of me just wanted to stay up here and fly 
around, however majority ruled and down I went. 

The descent after the preceeding 15 minutes was 
uneventful, 10 minutes before I landed I had 
selected 3 possible paddocks, and only 500' from 
touchdown , I decided which one it was to be. 
Checking for power lines and other obstructions, 
I made a near perfect landing in . a paddock adjacent 
to the access road. (12kms by road from take-off) 
- funny how it looked smooth from 4000'. 

More problems - this was the Farmer's Bull Paddock! 
Lumbering down the hill in my direction was the 
largest Brahman Bull I had ever seen and my kite 
is mainly red! Bolting from the fence, I did 
the quickest 200 metres of my life - deserting 
the 170. A short walk down the fully found the 
owner's house where I disclosed my plight to an 
understanding cocky who assured me that the 
bull was the family pet and totally docile. 

Despite this assurance I found packing up the kite 
a very nerve-racking affair. Due to the topography 
the best way to dO ,it was to break it down where 
it was, thanks to my near perfect landing, right 
in the middle of the field .' It took me only 5 
minutes and I had one eye on that inquisitive bull 
all the time. 

I managed to get the kite over the fence and at 
this precise moment, Bernadette arrived all smiles, 
she had been worried since none of the others could 
see me. We loaded the kite and were away down the 
mountain to the Pub for an essential coldie. 

Time elapsed from take-off - 55 minutes. Although 
Laurie flew inland to Yungeburra proving it was 
possible to do so (80kms), it is not known who 
landed first. I will be content in saying I was the 
second person to go over the back - no matter how hard 
I tried not to. For all those who have not thermal led 
yet, keep at it, it is worth the effort. 

Remember, the Cairns Comp will be on again using 
this venue. The weather in October is warm (20-250 

all day) and balmy. The flying is great. Make the 
effort, come to Cairns. 

See you there, 

Peter Edwards 
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Still NOl 
Still setting the pace 

PROBE 2 

1STin NSW': . 

1983 NSW State Titles 1st Kel Smith- Probe 2 

1STinOLD: 
Eungella ('83QLD Titles) 
1st Graeme Etherton - Probe 2 

Danny Scott 
........... from 



The 
Day 

Bakewell 
Boomed 

by Ray (Mal) Chatfield 

It was 9am when Mole called after yet another harq 
night out. He wanted to know if we were going 
flying today, and although neither of us wanted 
to, we did. By 10.30am we had picked up viv scottford 
and our driver (drunk driver) Steve Edwards and 
arrived at Penguins house ' to meet up with Russell 
Brierly and Peter Howlett. The conditions outside 
were hot with light winds, making the prospect of 
Bakewell working, relatively low. 

We sat and watched the cricket for an hour before , 
Russell decided to give it a miss and go wind
surfing. The remaining six of us set out for the 
l~ hour journey to Mt Bakewell, 100kms away. On 
the way Peter worked out the temp trace and 
predicted thermals to 10,000'. Bullshit Peter! 
Apart from once when conditions were over the back, 
no- one had ever gone above 7000' and a typical 
flight would peak out at 5000' . 
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By Ipm we were ready to launch . Mole (feeling much 
better by now) was first off and I was last at 
1 . 30pm. Conditions on the, hill were poor and rough. 
After gunning around for another ~ hour, Mole , Peter 
and I dribbled over the back in a tatty thermal 
which peaked out at 4000'. Three thermals later 
we were over Grass Calley, east of Northam and had 
still only reached 4000 ' in rough, bullit type 
thermals. Mole and I started laying into Peter 
over the CBs' about this 10,000 'prediction. 

The next thermal we hit was marked by a dust devil. 
It was the smoothest yet and it produced a steady 
1000'/minute climb. Before long Mole and I had to 
apologise to Pete as we peaked out at 10,000' AGL. 
From here on ground was travelled quickly. At t h e 
70km mark, Mole and ' I were very low and we started 
fighting for lift in another rough thermal. Mole 
won and was back up to 10,000 ' within ~ an hour, 
whilst I dribbled around for another hour before 
getting back up to height. Peter was about 10kms 
behind at this point. 

At the 100km mark, Mole made contact with Steve 
our driver. He was at Northam, 80kms away, with 
Penguin and viv picking up a carton of supplies 
for the long trip ahead of them. 

By the time we reached the 140km mark, Bim's 3 year 
old 115 mile WA distance record was in site, Mole 
and Pe t e s t a rted playing dirty. Mole radioed that 
he was to my right and scratching, but I couldn't 
see him. He was actually 10kms ahead at 10,000'. 

At this point I reached the maximum height for the 
day of 12,500' AGL and then rode a blue ~hermal 
street for approx. 40kms never getting below 10,000 '. 

AFter two hours of flying without seeing Mole or 
Peter, I spotted Mole on the ground. He had set a 
new WA record of 132 miles, but only held it for 
10 minutes. At 7pm Pete flew past me, 3,000' below. 
It was the first time we had seen each other for 
3 hours and we both knew that whoever flew the 
furtherest today would hold the new Australian 
distance record. Pete was making his final glide 
into Perenjori and I went down a 20km dead end 
road north of Perenjori. I thought I had him beat 
until I looked behind and saw him working a weak 
bubble off the township. Pete told me he was 
goind to tack towards the main road and I knew 
I was done. 

At the end of the dead end road at 1000', I turned 
into the wind which had picked up to 25 knots and 
landed. The pick- up crew, who were all totally 
drunk by now, picked me up at 11.30 and we proceeded 
with the 450km trip back home . 

Pete had a big smile on his face, meaning he had 
beaten me and Mole backed him up. Naturally I was 
in a shit all night until Mole told me next morning 
that Pete had actually landed 5 miles short of me. 

The final distances were Mole 132 miles, Pete 175 
miles (longest in the world for a Fledge) and mine 
180 miles. Without a doubt these distances were 
handed to us on a plate. All three of us flew 
twice as far as we had ever before and the driver 
was twice as drunk as normal - he had to be relieved 
of his duties . 



Australian X-c League -Report 
RESULTS AS TO 28.2.84 

R 
S 

D 
D 
A 

I 

D 

P 

B 

D 

G 

Chatfield Probe WA 71,109,145,290 147. 
Blenkinsop Magic 3 SA 103.2,95,93.3, 

231.1,115.1 12~. 

Meaney GT 170 SA 121,61,157.2,81,160 116 
Rusbridge Magic 3 GB 90 , 97.9,79,96.5 , 204 113. 
Daniel Probe 2 NSW 74.5,150,154,100.5, 

48 105. 
Jarman GT 170 NSW 75.4 , 52 , 121,157.5, 

116 104. 
Cununings Magic 3 NSW 127(T) ,84.9(T) ,159, 

42,97 102 
Mollison GT 190 NSW 10.9,134.3,99.4 , 

104.5,89 99. 
Beer GT 170 NSW 121,140,60.5,63(T) , 

85 93. 
Gordon Probe NSW 85.5 ,125,47,70,115 88. 
Fimeri Swift SA 78.9,120.3,41,116.1, 

52 . 5 81. 

skysocring industries 
PO . Box 103, Thirroul 2515 

VAROIMETERS 
Hummingbird VE-IO •.•.•....... $ 250 
Ball 620H, Small audio 

vario ••.••• $300 
Ball 651, _ audio vario! 

digital altimeter in 
padded bag ...••..... $620 

651 Bracke~ •.•••.•. ~$26 
Warranty and Service included. 

KWIK CLAMPS ..•.•..•..••••.......•.. $ 28 

ALTIMETERS 
Thommen 2000-26 .••.....•.•..• $132 
Wrist strap ••.....••...••.... :.$15 

AIR SPEED INDICATOR 
Hall wind meter & bracket .... , .. $40 

Hall wind :meter only •.....•... $30 

Bracket only •...•..••......... $12 

P~RACHUTES 

Prolite Pulled Apex chute 
Fastest opening, most efficient _ 
super compact. , $ 420: 
Container bag •...•.•.•.... ' ... $ 23 

COCOON HARNESSES 
Advanced Air Sports ....• from $ :260 

phone SIeve K ennord (042) 
61/194 
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There has been little change in results in the 
remainder of the field. 

Guy Hubbard of NSW has moved up to 16th position, 
with an average of 41.5 . Greg Moloney of WA has 
totalled 444kms in four flights . George Kambas of 
SA entered a 25 . 2km and 63 . 2km flight from a 
weekend ' s flying. 

290kms!!! - Ray Chatfield of WA, 11.2.84, 13,500' 
ASL maximum height, only 6~ hours. Glider a Probe . 
Mt Bakewell take-off. 

Ray smashes his way to the top of the ladder with 
this and three other 100km+ flights, all in the 
space of one month. Must be the brand of beer. 
Ray has sincerely promised to provide further 
details in a Skysailor extravaganza article. 

Ray is not too far short of a 100 mile average and 
has a new unofficial Australian record to boot. 

Greg Moloney, 217kms the same day. 

20.1.84 - Steve Blenkinsop of SA , 93.3kms from 
Horrocks . 

28.1 . 84 - Guy Hubbard of NSW, 76kms from Wyangala 
Dam (Cowra). 

3 . 2.84 - David Rusbridge, 204kms, Illawarra Hill, 
SA. A highlight of his holiday. 

4 .2.84 - Steve Blenkinsop of SA, 223.1kms, 
Illawarra Hill. 

5 . 2 . 84 - Steve Blenkinsop of SA, 115kms, 
Illawarra Hill. Not bad for one weekend, 
When do you sl-ep Steve? 

Story of the Month 

.- Compliments of Guy Hubbard the only NSW flyer 
who is still getting distance while the rest remain 
waterlogged in flood and raill. 

The day was quite stable with a 3knot SE drift 
and the occasional small cu. After waiting 1 hour 
on the 750' take-off, everything looked right and 
I was off at 4.10pm , straight up to base. The 
other three flyers weren't so lucky. 

30kms later I was over my home town at base (8,000' 
and looking at flat land to the horizon. It was 
magic working the light smooth thermals up to 300fnTI 

Now the clouds were bigger and more regular and the 
trick was to stay high, but I couldn 't find that 
last thermal to take me to sunset, so finally landec 
at 7.10pm with 76kms distance. 

A highlight of the flight was talking to "Nicholene ' 
on Channel 10. He was flying at Talbingo Mt, 150km, 
away at the time. 

Lookout if I take-off at midday. 

GUY HUBBARD 



I have been nelping a lot of people launch lately , 
and I have noticed that there are a lot of 
inconsistencies in the way people take-off. Some 
pilots are doing pretty awful launches . This is 
how I think a proper take-off should be executed. 

Nearly all pilots now hold the glider correctly with 
hands on the downtubes with a sort of tennis racke t 
grip , and their shoulders taking a lot of the 
weight. But for some pilots, that is where their 
good take-off technique ends. If possible you 
should have at least one person on the nose wires 
unless it is a very light wind. If there are two 
people able to help, get one on the nose wires and 
one on a wing wire, held near the leading edge . I 
don't like two people holding a nose wire and a 
side wire each, because it has to be held so close 
to the control bar, that you can't get good leverage 
on the wires. The only time you may need to be 
launched this way is with a sheer cliff launch, 
which is for experts only. 

With three people, have one person on each side wire. 

by Mark Dennis 

Now assuming you have ~one a hang check, walk to the 
launch point. Your harness, whether it is a stirrup 
or a cocoon, should be out of the way of your feet. 
I have seen pilots waddling off launch with their 
cocoon dragging on the ground between their feet. 
There is no way you can run properly when you have 
to run like Donald Duck . If you step on your 
harness while running, it's like stepping on your 
shoelace. 

Hold the boot or stirrup in one hand on the down tube 
or clip or velcro it to the chest of your harness. 
Holding it in your teeth isn't a good idea because 
it's hard to yell instructions with a gob fULl of 
harness. 

You must get both wings level. You may have to get 
the person on the side wire to move that wing in or 
out of the lift a bit. ego left wing wants to go up, 
move left wing away from the edge, this swings the 
right wing towards the edge and into more lift. The 
nose person should be ready at all times to pull the 
nose down if one wing goes up too high. The people 
on the wires should be telling you whether they 
have any weight on their wire(s) . It is no good 
taki ng off if the side wire is being held down to 
stop the wing rising, or the nose is being held down 
to stop t h e nose going up too high . 

Once your wings are level and none of the wire 
people are holding any weight; (and there aren't any 
low flying gliders over launch) , tell them to let 
go. Make sure the person or people on the side 
wire(s) hear you and let go and get out of the 
way. They should not be standing in front of your 
glider . The nose person lets go last and should 
be given time to get out of the way. It shouldn' t 
be too hard for you to wait a second or two for 
her/him to get out of the way. That way you don't 
use the nose person as a launch ramp or worse, knock 
them off the launch. 

TAKING 
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FREESTYLE 83 

···THE MOVIE 
The video-tape of the first 

Stanwell Park Free Style Hang 
Gliding competition 

fedturing 
Dan ny Scott 
Bruce Daniel 
Phil Mathewson 
Stew Kenwor thy 

Allan Daniel 
Steve Powter 
Rod Stevens 
Steve Hague 

r. t. 2hrs40min vhs 
price $70 6etd 
cheque---7) & e co6y 
3d rdymond rd . thirroul2515 



CLEARED FOR LAUNCH! 

Now assumin0 you are holding the glider as mentioned 
earlier start your run, steadily, but quickly building 
up speed. Don't start running in a blind fury, 
but don't plod along pushing out to try and get the 
glider flying either. If it is light, it may take 
four or five steps to get the glider taking its own 
weight; if it is a good soarable wind, probably one 
or two steps. I have seen a lot of pilots just push 
out without much running and get away with it in 
18mph+. But in light conditions as I found out the 
hard way a couple of times when I first started 
soaring, you need lots of good hard running to get 
safely away. 

As the glider takes its own weight and the harness 
starts to pull up, change your grip on the down 
tubes from a tennis raquet grip to a normal down 
tube grip as if you were landing. If you ' re 
holding the harness in your hand it will now fall 
down as you change your grip. But because your 
harness is pulled up by the glider, the boot or 
stirrup falls around knee height and out of the 
way of those fast moving feet. 

Lean through the A frame and run . By the time you 
have changed grips your head should be through the A 
frame and you should be pretty close to running 
flat out . Don't let the angle of attack get too 
high and keep running until the glider lifts you 
off . Don't push out to make the glider lift you 
up, it will carry your weight as soon as you give 
it enough speed. It is always good to have launch 
with plenty of speed. Plenty of speed means plenty 
of control; and you should have plenty of control 
near the ground. 

Most of us launch in soarable winds and so you may 
only need one or two steps to get in the air. Even 
so, you should still lean well through the A frame and 
give it heaps on take-off. You can use any excess 
speed when you're clear of launch to slow down and 
gain a bit more height. Also don't rush to get into 
prone as soon as your feet leave the ground. I've 
seen pilots bomb out or go zooming in all directions 
after take-off because they are too busy trying to 
get into prone to worry about flying. Being in para 
is going to make little difference to your sink 
rate, which is what you need to get up, not LD. 
Wait until you are well and truely soaring before 
you worry about going prone. 

So, you may say, why bother with all that stuff, I 
get off OK. I believe you should use the above 
method every time you launch so it be"comes instinct 
to launch that way. If you don't practice it, one 
day you will be inland with a 6mph at launch and 
big trees and a 400 '. cliff below. There is no 
way you will get away with a Portsea push-out or 
a Stanwell shuffle. 

I have only been flying for just 2~ years, so I can ' t 
claim to be an expert myself. However I do feel 
that a lot of pilots should improve their take-off 
teChniques. 

I would like to hear from other fliers on their 
thoughts about possibly the most important part of 
every flight. A good flight begins with a good 
launch. 
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INSURANCE 

The HGFA Executive Director, Richard Dakers, 
has negotiated a new insurance policy - it 

features 3rd party cover to $1 M with a $200 
excess and costs considerably less than the previoul 

policy. 

EUROPEAN & WORLD INVIT.WIONAL HANG r.LIDING 
CHAMPIONSHIP, 1984, VAGA, NORWAY 

Local regulations approved by CIVL, November 1983. 

PLACE 

Vaga in Gudbrandsdalen, situated 5 hours drive north 
of Oslo. 

ORGANISED BY 

The Hang Gliding Section of the Norwegian Aero Club, 
under the authority of the FAI and in accordance with 
the FAI sporting code. 

ENTRY 

Each European nation may enter 4 pilots , 1 team 
leader and 1 assistant team leader. 

2 pilots from each of the following non-European 
countries will be invited to compete for a World 
Invitational Cup - Australia, USA, Canada , Brazil 
and Japan. 

SCHEDULE 

Monday 23/7 
Tuesday 24/7 
Wednesday 25/7 

Thursday 26/7 
Saturday 4/8 
Sunday 5/8 

to 

Official training/registration 
Official training/registration 
Official training/registration/ 
opening 

Competition (10 days) 
Prizegiving 

GENERAL" DESCRIPTION 

The competition will be a "Free flying XC race" 
through a set distance course consisting of 4 
pylons placed at or above take-off level. There 
will be an open gate start, a basic score for given 
pylons , a bonus score for early completion and for 
average speed. The bonus scores will only be awarded 
to pilots who complete the course and land in the 
designated landing area. Scores may also be achieved 
for time in the air and precision landings. 

THE TASK 

The task is for each pilot to try to fly the whole 
course as early and as fast as possible each day 
(round), by first crossing the starting pylon, 
then crossing each scoring pylon once, crossing 
the finishing line and land in the designated 
landing area and do a precision landing. 

pilots interested in competing should contact The 
Secretary, HGFA, for a copy of the "Local 
Regula tions" and other details ~ (Edi tor) . 



THE "ORIGINAL" CLOUDBASE T-SHIRT 

Due to popular demand we again offer 
the legendary navy-blue t-shirts 
Sizes 14, 16 and 18 at $10 each. 

CONTROL BAR WHEELS 
Tough, impact resistant moulded 
plastic wheels - a must for the 
professional instructor. 
Priced at 855 per pair. 

'l' RADE- INS . 

Talk to us about trading in y our 
glider on a new or used G.T. 
Ring Bernie or Ian today . 

AND LOT S MORE ....... . 
Parachutes, vario s , Pag en books, 
magaz ines, roof r a cks, harne s ses, 
hand f a irings, Hall A. S.I.'s, kwik
clamps , Carrera sunglas ses, Allend e.le 
helmets ••• dro p in and check out our 
wide r ange of equipment and 
acces sor i e s . 

CLOUDBASE- MORE THAN J UST A MERE 
lnIGHT OF FANCY. 

It s now official - The Widgee Mountain I nvita tio n a l 
is Australia's richest Hang Gliding competition. The 
organisers have been hard at work s elling the comp 
sponsorships to Gympie based businesses. 

Equipment: Mandatory emerge ncy parachutes, 
altimeter and CB radio, CH 27.125. 
(camera turnpoints will not be 
utilised - no c ameras) . It certainly has paid off for you, the Compe titio n 

pilot - Over $2,500 in cash and incentive prizes 
will be awarded to the winners of the Widgee 
Mountain Invitational. 

Time: 

Venue: 
Place: 

Entry Fee: 

• pilot Rating: 
Gilders: 

Easter 19B4. April 16 to 23 (sure ly 
you've heard all about it and planned 
a<;cordingly) . 
Widgee Mountain. 
20kms west of Gympie, QLD (100 mile s 
north of Brisbane). 
$25 covers competition organisation, 
transport hire for transportation t o 
take-off and limited retrieve . 
H4 or HS. 
Only those manufactured after Jan ' Bl. 
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Accommodation: Choice of Gympies finest hotels, 
motels, and caravan parks or 
camping at The Widgee Sports Ground s 
for $2.00/head/night. 

There are showers and toilets at the Sports Grounds , 
which are adjacent to the 300' SWI NE airfield -
bring along your tow gear and/or Trike. 

Sign on and entry fee payment will occur at the 
Sports Grounds at Spm on Sunday 15 and 6am on Monda y 
16. 

pilot Briefings - Bam each morning at the Sports 
Grounds. 



pilot Sign-off - 6pm to 8pm each night. 

Tasks - The daily tasks will not be announced until 
all of the competition pilots and wind-techs are all 
at take-off. The decisions of the organisers 
regarding any and all aspects of the competition 
format, direction, task selection, and scoring 
system, will be fair and final. 

Now the for most important aspect of your entering 
this competition - The Prize List! 

l. 
2. 
3 . 

$500 cash donated by NORTH COAST NISSAN. 
$500 cash donated by HANLONS FURNITURE of Gympie. 
$500 Wonderpst Aquazone Waterbed donated by 
WONDEREST BEDDING. 

4. $400 Recliner Chair donated by JANDA FURNITURE. 
5 . $300 cash donated by selected GYMPIE BUSINESS 

HOUSES. 
6. $200 cash donated by GYMPIE CHAINSAW SERVICE. 
7. $250 Double Flip-Flop connection donated by 

MOYES AUSTRALIA. 
8. $100 prize of hardware/harness donated by 

SKYTREK AUSTRALIA. 
9. $60 open order from QLD ' s own SUNCOAST HANG 

GLIDERS. 
10. $40 gear bag from PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA. 

In' fact the total of our prize value is in excess 
of $2,700 , and rising by the week! 

Yes, that's TWO THOUSAND AND SEVEN HUNDRED DOLLARS 
that YOU can compete for just be entering the WIDGEE 
MOUNTAIN INVITATIONAL - Australia's richest XC 
competition. As you can plainly see, there are 
two good reasons for entering the Widgee Mountain 
Invitational (1) To be an integral part of the 
development fo competition flying in QLD (plus 
set credible distance and height records that can 
only be bettered by subsequent comps), and (2) To 
attempt to win the most incredible and impressive 
array of prizes that were once only seen in 
International Competition. 

Tony Hanlon - Competition Co-ordinator, 

210-212 Mary Street, 

Gympie, 4570. 071-821848/825610. 

Reaching Cloudbose 

This popular institution still meets 
regularly on the first Tuesday of each 
month ...... . 

Where you can ........ . 

Corner a Safety Officer and get rated. 

Ask advice. 

Hear the latest gossip. 

Have a good time. 

. ...... ALL AT THE ANCHOR AND HOPE. 
481 CHAPEL STREET RICHMOND. MelS, 

ON THE FIRST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH. 

SEE YOU IN THE 'BUGATTI' ROOM 

We have eager sponsors - All we need are eager 
competition pilots! 

Please fill out the form below, and forward with a 
$10 deposit, or fill out the form below and present 
it with your entry fee of $25 of the SIGN ON days 
listed above (to save us some valuable time). 

ENTRANCE APPLICATION TO THE WIDGEE MOUNTAIN INVITATIONAL - 16 to 23 APRIL'84. 

NAME -

ADDFESS-

HANG RATING 

GLICER BRAND -

Recent Competition Experience -

MOIIL -

MEMBER of which state Organisation 

MEMBERSHIP NO. -

HAVE YCU GOT THE FOLLOWING -PARACI-UTE / ALTIMETER / VARIOVIETER / C.B. RADIO ch 27 .125 . 

(strkie out those that you have) 

HAVE YCU GOT FIRST AID EXPERIENCE and CERTIFICATE YES / NO. 

HAVE YCU GOT A FOUR WHEEL DRIVE YES / NO. 

AN INDICATIaJ OF WHERE YOU WILL BE STAYING - HOTEL / MOTEL / CARAVAN PARK / WIOGEE. 

WILL YOU BE BRINGING YOUR OWN FETRIEVE CREW - YES / NO. 

ENTRIES WILL BE LIMITED- Tn g;,VENTY ClIII...Y- P'LUlTq; - E;NTffi EARLY. 
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After a late night which I think I'd rather forget 
about anyway, Andy Watson hammered on my door about 
10.30, last Sunday morning,S Feb. He was in a 
screaming hurry as usual, (late), so no time for 
breakfast, and we drove to Point Pass, about 100 
miles north of Adelaide. It was a light easterly at 
the bottom of the ridge which was good, but by the 
time "we got to the take-off, a north-westerly had 
developed, so we drove about 50 miles to the west 
to illawarra Hill (1200' ASL) , about 10kms west of 
Snowtown, where there was a 5-l0k breeze, still NW. 
We were greeted there by Steve Blenkensop, Steve 
Gale , Dave Rusbridge and a few others. Rob Hibberd 
and somebody else had already gone over the back, and 
landed at Snowtown. Steve B and Dave seemed to get 
away OK. Steve G and Andy got away in the same 
thermal but only managed to get 2000' ATO and both 
landed in Snowtown also . 

I was last off at 2.45 and lunged into a small cycle 
which only gave me 200 ', then I headed off down the 
ridge to some brown paddocks about a mile away. 
Just before I got there a bubble came my way, and 
I abruptly stopped cursing and started thanking 
somebody, as I was ove"r 300' take-off at that stage 
and just about on the ground. After a few l80s, thena 
few 360s , I was over the back and in no time I was 
over Snowtown at 6500' looking down at a few sorry 
l ookir ""f ki teo; on the ground below. I then got down 
to 5c J ' and caught a boomer that took me to 9500'. 
My vari r wound off the the clock in that one , so it 
was well over 1000'/min up. I got two more nice ones 
like that later on. Cloudbase was at 10 grand . I 
never got below 7000' the whole flight , except over 
the Clare the lift wasn't too good and I got down to 
6000'. but in those conditions it didn ' t take long to 
get back up. I stayed mostly between 8 and 9 grand 
and with lift everywhere I could afford to really bar 
it in and put some distance behind me. 

Once past Clare the drift went slightly more towards 
the east so I had to look around Farrell Flat and 
then off to Burra. Unfortunately, over Clare my 
radio went dead, but everything was going so good 
there was no way I was going to come down. Burra 
was now behind me and I followed the Morgan road. 
It's pretty desolate country out there, and I saw no 
traffic on the road which is more of a well kept dirt 
track, with farm houses far and few between. I was 
flying straight and had gone up 1000, to 8500 ' while 
carefully watching a gigantic thunderstorm ahead of 
me. It started coming up quite quickly and there was 
no way around it, so I turned around and headed back 
towards Burra and I had got down to 3500 ' when my 
vario screamed at me and I started to rocket upwards 
at 1000+. I put the glider (a Missile 180) into the 
steepest side slipping 360s I could manage, but st.i"ll 
going up at 400' per minute. This was, to say the 
least, a bit of a worry, so I turned my Ball 651 
to face forwards, turned the volume up full and started 
to crawl up the front wires till I was holding the nose, 
with my feet on the control bar, one behind it and one 
in front, to stop me falling in front and then I 
slowly started to sink, but still occasionally going 
up for a few seconds at a time. This continued until 
I was down to 2000', then I landed near what appeared 
to be the largest farm house around with a lot of 
sheds etc., but with my luck rapidly diminishing, I 
soon found out it was recently deserted. I landed at 
5 . 55pm," afser 3 hours 10 minutes in the air. 
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UNREAL~ 

OH SHIT! 
I was quite exhausted and the bore water didn't do a 
lot to refresh me either. I was too far from the 
road to walk that night so I bunked down on an old 
bed with the possums and got an early start next 
morning. I walked for 3~ hours and a farmer picked 

me up and took me to his house for a feed . I hadn't 
eaten for over a day. It was lOam when I got to 
phone the drivers and Lee-Anne etc, who were getting 
a bit anxious about me by then. The farmer went 
back and picked up my glider and then drove me into 
Burra where I was picked up. I believe Steve 
flew approx 110 kms and Dave, 60kms. I ended up 
with 97.8 kms after losing about 20 odd kms flying 
away from the storm. I would have quite easily 
made the 100 mile mark if I had not needed to 
turn back. That was quite disappointing , but as my 
only other cross country flight was 8 . 3kms, I was 
quite p l eased at my efforts this time. I only 
hope I never encounter such strong lift again when 
I want to go down. 

I must give my thanks to William, Andy, Steve and 
all, for their efforts in trying to locate me. 

Happy Flying, 
CHRIS (SPACE) HUNTER 

OPPORTUNITY FOR 

HOT YOUNG HANG 
GLIDER PILOT 

Sun coast Hang Gliders wants an Instructor 
(HGFA Certified)/Salesman to be paid on a 
commission basis. 

Ring Stan Roy - 071 459185, or write 

'Stan Roy 
Suncoast Hang Gliders 
MSI 2071 
Chevallum Road 
PALMWOODS QLD 4555 



Would those pilots interested in attending a Level 
1 Coaching Course and who have the following 
qualifications please contact QHGA, PO Box 212, 
Morningside, 4170. 

1. HGFA H4 rating. 
2. H4 Safety Officer. 
3. Approved First Aid Certificate. 
4. A log book showing past and present flying 

experience, appropriate to a H4 rating. 

Approximate fees - $30.00. 

Rating Changes 

Hl 

Malcolm Brown 
Kenneth Cole 
Frank Gray 
Chris Johns 
Dan Morrison 
Russell Rankin 
Eion Robins 
Brendon Rogan 
Dennis Rogan 
Robert Samuels 
Audicas Woeste 

H2 

Brad Olsen 
Richard Thomas 
Stephen Clarke 
Neil Costain 
David Flodine 
Robert Flodine 
Rotem Lavi 

H3 

Gordon Bates 
Robert Mangano 
Karl Marty 
Kim Stanton-Cook 
Geoff Tulloch 
Michael Zupanc 

H4 

Neville Badior 
Ashley Booth 
David Cookman 
Paul Dimeck 
Brett Worth 

H5 

John Allen 
Paul Carter 
L I.inneweber 
Allan Parcoe 
Haydn Redfern 

QUEST FOR 100 MILES COMPETITION 

Day 1 27 pilots in attendanoe with the task set 
for open distance, with points being awarded for 
pilots landing in the alternate landing area, some 
4kms, 3 pilots landed 10kms from launch at Table Top 
Mountain, and over 50% of the remaining field reashing 
the first goal. 

Day 2 - Washed Out 

Day 3 - Competition abandoned again due to rain and 
gusty NW winds. Hopefully w~ will eventually be 
blessed with favourable flying weather whilst 
running xc comps. Since the comp , Ross Whitaker has 
reported a few top flights with 6000' gain, 
attributed to the much finer weather. 

2.5 

The Qld XC League has been cancelled due to lack of 
interest. Money's will be refunded. 

Towing Seminar 

A towing seminar was held at Trewah(?) on 5 February 
a good attendance was shown with 15 pilots present. 
Many thanks to John Blain, Ted McCord and Stan Roy 
for their valuable instruction and assistance with t 
towing. Approx. 50 tows were achieved without any 
drama, and everyone enjoyed a very good day flying. 

Wombat 

There will be filming at Bryon Bay on 25 February by 
television personality Fiona McDonald, compere of th 
Wombat Show. The show will be shown nationally and 
should prove to be very informative and interesting 
to the general public. The script and flying segmen 
have been carefully worked out to benefit both the 
public and the sport of hang gliding. 

Cath Bros Towing Invitation 

pilots from Sunshine Coast, Brisbane and Toowombah 
were invited to a towing weekend at Gandah and 
Munduberra hosted by the Cath Bros, 3 fliers who 
have lived and recently been flying in this area. 
Being relatively new to the sport, they were very 
impressed by the turn up and the experience and 
knowledge that was to be had by mixing with a variet 
of pilots. The first day was spent at the Twin 
Rivers airstrip which is 4000' long. Everyone 
enjoyed at least 3 tows each, but due to the complet 
overcast weather conditions, no-one got away from 
the airfield. 

The Saturday night proved to be very enjoyable with 
all the out of town pilots being treated to a very 
sumptous country style tea, complete with succulent 
corn on the cob, rock melon and a hot meal to fill 

everyone's, appetite. 

Sunday morning brought favourable weather with the 
cloud cover broken and a light easterly. Bonita 
Cath, not to be outdone, treated us all to another 
country style and very hardy breakfast before leavir 
for the Twin Rivers airstrip . Albert Cath instructE: 
us city slickers how to pick ripe rock melons and 
tomatoes for us to take home, you can't beat 
country hospitality. On arrival to the airstrip 
a few squalls were found to be passing through, but 
by llam the cloud cover broke with patches of sunshi 
across the valley. The first few tows proved that 
there seemed to be quite a lot of sink about , but by 
Ipm the conditions improved with a few thermals 
lifting off in nearby paddocks. By this time, half 
of Munduberra had turned up to see the gliding, 
including a few prominent members of the Guyndah 
Gliding Club who were rather impressed. Later in 
the afternoon the wind had crossed the strip and 
heavy squall lines were approaching, so we all packe 
up and farewelled Albert and Bonita and the rest of 
the Cath Bros, until the next invitation. 

Many thanks to Bonita and Albert for the overwhelmin 
hospitality and Ted McCord for his assistance in 
making this weekend a very enjoyable one. 

GRAHAM PUKULLAS 



Mt Horrocks flying site is closed for two months 
definitely and even more definitely, for the six 
days over Easter . The two month closure is due 
to new born lambs on the track and the ban over 
Easter'is due to a National Shooting Championship 
being held at the base of the hill. 

After April we will have to re-negotiate for our 
use of the site. 

Dear HGFA 

LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR 

The C~ _ ss Coun try Pilots Association will sponsor 
the for em0 s t footlaunched soaring event in the 
world this summer (NA), the 1984 Owens Valley Cross 
Country World Championships. 

This event is scheduled for June 30 thru July 11. 

Tasks will be out-and-return RACING to a specific 
goal. 

An open distance task is reserved for July 11. 

Scoring will use the Total Elapsed Time (TET) system 
devised by sailplane pilot Bill Feldbaumer in which 
the fastest pilot overall wins the contest. 

The Award Ceremony and the Annual Grand Meeting 
(AGM) of the Cross Country Pilots Assoc will begin 
at 8pm on July 12 at the Association Headquarters 
in Independence. 

Eligibility will be determined by cross country 
soaring accomplishments, national and international 
competition performance, and the recommendations of 
national organizations. Final selection is limited 
to 40 pilots. 

Entry Fee is $250. Membership in the Cross Country 
Pilots Association will be required of all 
contestants . 

This event is sanctioned by the united States Hang 
Gliding Association (USHGA) . 

All pilots are invited to send resumes to: 

Cross Country pilots Association 
c/- Rick Masters, 
Competition CO-Ordinator 
PO Box 458 
INDEPENDENCE 
USA · 

CA 93526 

RICK MASTERS 
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Accesso(ies 
Hummingbird/Liter vario "VE 10" model and 
Thommen 20' increment altimeter mounted in 
dibre class case with mounting hardware. 
New price would be around $450 complete. 
This unit will cost you $250.00. 
phone Mahl (071) 454071 or write to Mahl Oakes, 
3/6 Tulip Lane, Boderim, 4556. 

Back-up chute , with container and deployment 
bag, never used in earnest, (repacked 
regularly. $190.00. 
Peter Meredith (047) 393351(AH), 2883361 (BH) 

Parachute - Windhaven, canopy 24pt with owner ' s 
manuel. Recently repacked. $250 . 00 . 
Phone (07) 2094876. 

Intermediate/ 

Advanced Glidets 
Moyes Meteor 170 - Good H2 glider that has good 
handling characteristics and great performance. 
In good condition . Pale Blue Mainsail with red 
tips. Good calue for money at $650.00 . 
Phone Geoff on 071 822484/825610. 

Moyes Missile 180 for sale . Only 15 months 
old and in excellent condition. Black 
leading edge, orange and gold. Included in 
the price of $950.00 is a medium length, 
green Ultralight cocoon harness. 
Phone Sydney 0/3811406 - Wendel Judd. 

GT 190 _$1600.00 ONO . 25 hours in air. 
Temper coat L/E. Gold undersurface . 
Clint Foreman 398 3859 . (03) 



Meteor 170 - Good condition, no flutters , 
flies well. Fairings and spare down tune 
included. Giveaway price of $500 . 00 . Gone 
overseas. 
Phone Robert on 046 309197 (AH) or Steve on 
042 671794 . 

Swift 170 - White top surface, rainbow 
undersurface. Well cared for kite in 
excellent condition. $1000.00. 
Ian Haigh (03) 3982492 (AH) 3930601 (BH) 

Meteor 170 - In very good condition. Recently 
fine tuned and checked throughout, flies 
well, nice colours. Must sell. $750.00 . 
Phone Henning (02) 9232536 (AH) 

Moyes GT 170, latest GT with 3/8 battens, only 
5 months old. Al condition , special gold 
undersurface, black leading edge, white top 
surface. Took me to 6,700 ' at Stringybark 
Mt. Flies well! Must sell due to financial 
difficulties. $1600 . 00 . ONO 
Ross Whittaker on (076) 327808 . 

Swift 170, two tone blue with read leading 
edges. This glider is sacrificed at a mere 
$600 . 
Phone Gary Hickson on 053 370389 (BH) 

Wanted to Buy - EF5 in good condition . 
Phone Gary Hickson 053 370389 (BH) 

Probe 1 - recently overhauled. Excellent 
sink rate for first time double surface flier 
or up grading from Swift, Missile, etc. ie. 
exceptional handling. Good condition. $1200. 
ONO . Ring (03) 2322682 

Swift 170 - Blue 'double surface , yellow 
trailing edge. This kite has a proven track 
record (see OZ Nationals) . Min rating H3. 
$750 . 00 . 
Phone Harry Summons 8986467 (AH) 6583045 (BH) 

(03) 

Meteor 190 
$1000.00 

surperb condition, low hour s. 

Gavin Hi 11 (03) 2777942 

Missile 180 Red Blue and White. Excellent 

condition. $900. 00 John Murby (03) 2773148 

Moyes Maxi Mark III. Rainbow sail. Good 
condition. Hl+ . $300.00 ONO. 
Phone (065) 599722 - Chris . 
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Seginner/lntetmediate 
Glidets 

Moyes 5% (small Maxi). Excellent condition. 
Yellow and black, and harness, helmet and 
altimeter. the lot, $300.00. H2 rating. 
John Guthrie, 49 Albert St, Camp Hill, 4152. 

Mega 2 - Just been overhauled - all fittings 
checked or replaced. New dowtubes, wing 
bolts, nose catch restored to near new 
condition . Blue and white sail , mylar 
included, very clean. $850 . 00. 
Brian Cheesman (042) 942976. 

Moyes SP Maxi 170 in good condition . This 
glider will take you from HI to H3. Latest 
model of the SP Maxi with quick set up 
system . Well kept and nice colours . Only 
$450.00 . 
Phone Henning (02) 9232536 (AH) 

Skydart II - good condition . Black with 
rainbow colours . Minimum rating HO. Suit 
beginner . $300.00. 
Phone Tony Dennis (053) 522317. 

Altair, clean condition, test flown. Lessons 
included through HGFA Instructor. $1000 as 
traded . (D~ 

Mike Coburn 6452270 - talk to an answering 
machine - it doesn't argue., 

Mega II 170. Flies hands off. HI through H4. 
Colours , brown and special gold. Mylar 
leading edges. Quick release nose. Black 
Moyes apron harness and stirrup. AGV helmet . 
All in good condition . $900 . 00. the lot. 
Ring Michael (02) 9182207 (AH) 

Moyes Mega 2 - last one produced before the 
Mars. 170sq ft . Kelly green mainsail with 
black tip accents. In immaculate condition/ 
as new. Best HI to H4 value around at S850. 00 ., 
complete with prone harness and airfreight to 
anywhere in OZ . Bonus spare pair of uprights. 
Phone Tony on 071 825610 or 821848. 

Mega II. Good condition , great glider to 
fly. Just right for the HI to H4 . 
S850.00. 
Phone Dermot on (08) 2779049. 



• 

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS PTY. LTD. 173 Bronte Rd., Waverley, Sydney, N.S.W., 2024, Australia. Tel: (02) 387.5114. 


